
NOTE:  Quiltsmart logos and other info are printed at the top and 
bottom of the interfacing panels to give you the maximum amount 
of squares.  If you use a light color and the logo printing shows 
through, use a piece of solid fabric under your light colored fabric, 
or avoid using light fabric in those areas.
TIP: If you are sewing multiple on-point panels, use an applique 

of squares.  

Step 1. Place squares right sides up on interfacing (fusible 
toward you), centering them between gridded lines.  Note: For On-point (photo at right) 

pressing sheet,  fuse squares as hot as possible without burning fabric or interfacing - 
irons vary in temp - TEST FIRST, polyester setting is a good place to start. 

Step 2.  Fold and stitch all rows that run in one direction only.  Sew a consistent 1/4” 
seam.  Continue sewing all rows in that same direction.  Individual preference here...

matter. If you are making a large quilt, we recommend only fusing no more than 10 
rows at a time.  Fold and handle the interfacing gently - it is strong enough to sew, yet 
lightweight so that it add minimum bulk in your quilt.

Step 3.  Clip at each intersection (trust us!).  Finger-press seams in opposite directions 
as you sew OR press edge row seams in one direction, then fold that section under to 
press the next row in the opposite direction.

Step 4.  Sew the other set of seams with a 1/4” seam allowance, making sure the seams 

a seam allowance.  Press & Enjoy!

P R I N T E D  
I N T E R F A C I N G

Quiltsmart Grid Instructions
• Lightweight fusible  interfacing!
• Easy & quick to sew squares!
• Perfect intersections!

Instructions

1”  -  (648) ½” finished squares, 18 x 36 grid

1½” - (288) 1” finished squares, 12 x 24 grid

2” - (162) 1½” finished squares, 9 x 18 grid

2” On-point - (138) 1½” finished squares, 7 x 12 grid

2½” - (98) 2” finished squares, 7 x 14 grid

2½” On-point - (90) 2” finished squares, 5 x 10 grid
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20” x 36” panels - available in the following sizes:

On-point squares 
hang over the edge!  
Trim after sewing.


